The signage of MTB Tours in Carinthia
The name of the tour gives information
about which tour you are currently
using.

At the upper right corner, you can always
find a logo, which shows you in what
region of Carinthia you are at the moment.

Each tour has its own
& unique number.
This number exists
due to orientation
and navagation
purposes.

The arrow on the
sign indicates the
direction of the
tour.
This symbol shows the level of difficulty.
This link leads to the website
of the particular destination.
There you can find more
information about the region!

In the region of Villach you have Mountain
Bike Tours that are level easy, medium or
hard. As you can see here,
• easy tours are always marked blue
• medium tours are always marked red
• hard tours are always marked black.

The signage of MTB Trails in Carinthia
The name of the tour gives information
about which trail you are currently using.

Im oberen rechten Eck wirst du immer
ein Logo finden. Dieses Logo signalisiert
dir in welcher Region du dich gerade
befindest.

Each trail has its own
& unique number. This
number exists due to
orientation and navagation purposes. There is
also the letter T (for Trail)
in front of the number.
The arrow on the
sign indicates the
direction of the
tour.

This Link leads to the website of the particular destination. There you can find
more information about
the region!

This symbol shows the level of difficulty of
the Trail.

In the region of Villach you have Mountain Bike
Trails that are level easy, medium or hard. As you
can see here
• easy tours are always marked blue
• medium tours are always marked red
• hard tours are always marked black.
Moreover the Signage itself is coloured in the specific color of the level of dificulty.

Information Panel for hiker and moutain biker

This information panel tells
that this Way is exclusively
for Hiker. It is forbidden to
use this way by mountain
bike. Please respect this and
use another Shared or Bike
Trails.

This information panel tells
that this Way is exclusively
for Mountain Biker. Hiker
are not allowed to use this
way and should use another Shared Trail or Hiking
Path.

This information panel tells
that this Way is used by
Mountain Biker and Hiker.
Please respect the other
users and remember that
hiker has priority. Mountain
biker should reduce their
speed according to that
situation. Hiker should be
more attentive.

Signs for dangerous places and spots

All of this signages stand for ATTENTION!
There are different levels of danger.
• small danger is always marked blue
• medium danger is always marked red
• huge danger is always marked black.
Basically you should always inform yourself about the trails befor you take a ride. Also choose a
speed that it is possible to stop without any danger.

When you see
that sign, you
are not allowed
to drive upwards.

Watch out!
Within the next
few meters two
ways merge.
Stay save, reduce speed and
have a look if
someone else
is comming
from the second
path.

At this sign,
reduce your
speed. An intersection is close.

At this sign,
reduce your
speed. It informs about
obstacles that
are close.

